NOTICE FOR FMGE CANDIDATES

20th September 2008

In compliance with directions of Hon’ble Supreme Court NBE is conducting Screening Test on behalf of Ministry of Health and Family Welfare in accordance with various Regulations framed by Medical Council of India under section 33 of the Indian Medical Council Act 1956 with the previous sanction of the Central Government.

In terms of regulation 4 of Screening Test Regulations 2002 all FMG candidates who have joined any foreign medical college/university have to submit the apostiled copy of their graduate medical degree.

It has been found that some candidates have either not deposited the copy of their graduate medical degree or have submitted unapostiled copy of their graduate medical degree.

To avoid inconvenience to candidates, NBE has issued provisional admit cards to such candidates for appearing in the forthcoming examination to be held on 28th September 2008. It is categorically and specifically made clear that NBE has not condoned any requirement as prescribed by regulations (framed under section 33 of the Indian Medical Council Act 1956 with the previous sanction of the Central Government) of any nature whatsoever, in any manner. It is also made clear that the results of all such candidates will be declared only after these candidates submit the apostiled copy of their graduate medical degree.
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